
The ML(Ops) Security Landscape



the tone of this presentation and the memes used are not
intended to offend anyone, especially the developers of the
software to which the presentation relates

some of the misconfigurations/vulnerabilities discussed today
are occuring “in the wild” - please keep in mind that using them
to get access to the API keys/other people’s data is illegal



whoami

My name is Mikołaj

I work at Ardoq as a Software Security Analyst 

I blog on AI security at Hackstery.com

I contribute to the OWASP Top10 for Machine
Learning



What will we talk about? 

What is MLOps/LLMOps?

Vulnerabilities and misconfigurations
in MLOps stack

What are the OWASP initiatives for
the security of AI/ML/LLMs?



MLOps

source: https://ml-ops.org/content/mlops-principles 

https://ml-ops.org/content/mlops-principles


MLOps platforms Data labeling & annottion

Experiment tracking 
& model management Model hubs Workflow orchestration Model deployment

MLOps market map

Azure ML

and many more...

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fmedium.com%252Fthe-prefect-blog%252Fprefect-is-open-source-744e3c00cf35&psig=AOvVaw1jieBFrG0fbtzEmo0GXwxd&ust=1701117019174000&source=images&cd=vfe&opi=89978449&ved=0CBAQjRxqFwoTCPjHke_A4oIDFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fhuggingface.co%252Fbrand&psig=AOvVaw3SaTu_V8dgy0kyKKHRDn_5&ust=1701116393132000&source=images&cd=vfe&opi=89978449&ved=0CBAQjRxqFwoTCIDf1sS-4oIDFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fhuggingface.co%252Fbrand&psig=AOvVaw3SaTu_V8dgy0kyKKHRDn_5&ust=1701116393132000&source=images&cd=vfe&opi=89978449&ved=0CBAQjRxqFwoTCIDf1sS-4oIDFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fhuggingface.co%252Fbrand&psig=AOvVaw3SaTu_V8dgy0kyKKHRDn_5&ust=1701116393132000&source=images&cd=vfe&opi=89978449&ved=0CBAQjRxqFwoTCIDf1sS-4oIDFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fhuggingface.co%252Fbrand&psig=AOvVaw3SaTu_V8dgy0kyKKHRDn_5&ust=1701116393132000&source=images&cd=vfe&opi=89978449&ved=0CBAQjRxqFwoTCIDf1sS-4oIDFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%253A%252F%252Fhuggingface.co%252Fbrand&psig=AOvVaw3SaTu_V8dgy0kyKKHRDn_5&ust=1701116393132000&source=images&cd=vfe&opi=89978449&ved=0CBAQjRxqFwoTCIDf1sS-4oIDFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


There’s LLMOps market as well:

source: https://www.cbinsights.com/research/large-language-model-operations-llmops-market-map/



source: https://www.cbinsights.com/research/large-language-model-operations-llmops-market-map/

There’s LLMOps market as well:



What’s the problem with MLOps/LLMOps?
(sometimes) developers of these tools are not cybersecurity-aware

tools are developed too quickly, resulting in lower security level
(you need to compromise something for the higher pace of
development)



What’s the problem with MLOps/LLMOps?
MLOps devs when you ask them about secret management 



The ML(Ops) Security Landscape

title update:



The ML(Ops) Security Landscapehow to save a few dollars every month 

by dumpster diving for OpenAI API keys



I wanted to check as many MLOps tools as possible and verify, if some
data is exposed “in the wild” 

I wanted to find the real “low hanging fruits”, so my target was the
misconfigurations that you don’t have to actively exploit

Due to the “quantity over quality” approach, I decided to use “Awesome
MLOps” and “Awesome LLMOps” lists + Shodan

my approach

https://github.com/kelvins/awesome-mlops
https://github.com/kelvins/awesome-mlops
https://github.com/tensorchord/Awesome-LLMOps
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What is Shodan

surface web

deep web 

dark web 



What is Shodan

you can discover the
most strange things
connected to the
Internet using Shodan



How can you use Shodan 
to find exposed MLOps software?

using the Shodan dorks (filters), fortunately usually MLOps software has its name in
the application’s website title, so it is as easy as: 



Kudos for inspiration 

Dan McIerney from ProtectAI @ ROOTCON 

link to the talk: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3ybnXjtpIc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3ybnXjtpIc


Case I: Flowise & Langflow



Flowise - anti-security features

lack of authentication by default
two ways of managing secrets
in one of the cases, you could get plaintext keys from the
server (fixed)
weird API endpoints, i.e. endpoint for getting all of the
conversation data and history 



or http.title:"flowise" port:3000

http.title:"flowise"



/api/v1/database/export



Flowise - leaking API keys 

This example comes from the Flowise docs 



Flowise - leaking API keys 



Flowise - leaking API keys 
If we just inspect an element in the browser it would be too
easy, right? 



Flowise - leaking API keys 
If we just inspect an element in the browser it would be too
easy, right? No



Flowise - leaking API keys 

27



I informed some companies and individuals,
some ghosted me, some said “thank you”



flowise not allowing it:



Langflow



Langflow

Langflow is a frontend for
Langchain (similar to Flowise)



Langflow

 Reply from the developers:



Langflow

...and we're back to the
problem of lack of security
awareness: 



case II

let’s say you’re too lazy to use OpenAI API and you want
to access the model directly through the exposed
MLOps software 



case II: BentoML



BentoML - anti-security features

lack of authentication by default (and in 90% of cases it’s
deployed without authentication)
well documented API access to the models - both LLMs and
other types of Machine Learning models
supports Swagger and by default exposes SwaggerUI



case II: BentoML



case II: BentoML



case II: BentoML



case III

but what if you wanted to get the output that would be
easier to read? And maybe you wanted to compare
multiple LLMs in one place? Misconfigured MLOps tools
got you covered! 



case III: Streamlit



case III: Streamlit



case III: Streamlit



these were some of the most interesting examples of
API key leaks/unauthorized access to the models

now it's time for a bigger picture - OWASP Top10
projects and OWASP AI Exchange



disclaimer: OWASP Top10 For Web is not the only list
of vulnerabilities published by OWASP: 

OWASP Top10 for Web, OWASP Top10 for CI/CD,
OWASP Top10 for API, OWASP Top10 for LLMs,
OWASP Top10 for ML, OWASP Top10 for Mobile
Applications etc. 
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software
dependencies

data sources

code
MLOps/LLMOps
software

cloud applicationML/AI models

AI Supply Chain



You can use (at least) the following standards to
secure your MLOps stack:

OWASP Top10 for Web
OWASP Top10 for CI/CD
OWASP Top10 for API 
OWASP Top10 for LLMs OR OWASP Top10 for ML 



Software Supply Chain security is just one part of the ML security. OWASP Top10 for ML tries to
cover all of the most important parts of it. 

Model Theft

Input Manipulation Attack
 Adversarial Attacks, a type of attack in which an attacker deliberately

alters input data to mislead the model.

AI Supply Chain Attacks

Data Poisoning Attack
an attacker manipulates the training data to cause the model to

behave in an undesirable way.

Transfer Learning Attack
 an attacker trains a model on one task and then fine-tunes it on

another task to cause it to behave in an undesirable way.

Model Inversion Attack
an attacker reverse-engineers the model to extract information from it.

Model Skewing
an attacker manipulates the distribution of the training data to

cause the model to behave in an undesirable way.

Membership Inference Attack
an attacker manipulates the model’s training data in order to cause it

to behave in a way that exposes sensitive information.

Output Integrity Attack
an attacker aims to modify or manipulate the output of a machine

learning model

Model Stealing
an attacker gains access to the model’s parameters.

Model Poisoning
an attacker manipulates the model's parameters

OWASP Top10 for ML



Contributors welcome: 

https://github.com/OWASP/www-project-machine-learning-security-top-10 

OWASP Top10 for ML

https://github.com/OWASP/www-project-machine-learning-security-top-10
https://github.com/OWASP/www-project-machine-learning-security-top-10


There’s also another - more specific - OWASP Top10 list: Top10 for
Large Language Models 

Model Theft

Prompt Injection Sensitive Information Disclosure

Insecure Output Handling Insecure Plugin Design

Training Data Poisoning Excessive Agency

Model Denial of Service Overreliance

Supply Chain Vulnerabilities Model Theft

OWASP Top10 for LLM



Check if you can hack LLMs! 

source of image: Lakera.AI

https://gandalf.lakera.ai/ 

https://gandalf.lakera.ai/
https://gandalf.lakera.ai/


Document that catalogues the standards and guidelines for AI Security

OWASP AI Exchange

https://owasp.org/www-project-ai-security-and-privacy-guide/owaspaiexchange.html



OWASP AI Exchange



EU AI act 
ISO/IEC 27090 (AI security)
OWASP ML top 10
OWASP LLM top 10
OpenCRE - which we want to use to provide the AI Exchange content through
security chatbot OpenCRE-Chat.

A comprehensive overview of AI threats, vulnerabilities, and controls to foster
alignment among different standardization initiatives. This includes:

OWASP AI Exchange

https://mltop10.info/
https://llmtop10.com/
https://opencre.org/
https://opencre.org/chatbot


Key takeaways
Don’t trust OSS providers blindly 

Remember that when you deploy self-hosted instance of an app, you’re
the one responsible for the security 

Use OWASP Top10s as a starting point for securing your applications,
and then proceed with more detailed standards/guidelines 

Keep in mind that when you secure ML/LLM apps, you need to face both
“classical” and novel threats for your apps

If you don’t know how to make your LLMOps secure, just ask your LLM ;) 


